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Size Effect of Cohesive
Delamination Fracture Triggered
by Sandwich Skin Wrinkling
Because the observed size effect follows neither the strength theory nor the linear elastic
fracture mechanics, the delamination fracture of laminate-foam sandwiches under uni-
form bending moment is treated by the cohesive crack model. Both two-dimensional
geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis and one-dimensional representation of
skin (or facesheet) as a beam on elastic-softening foundation are used. The use of the
latter is made possible by realizing that the effective elastic foundation stiffness depends
on the ratio of the critical wavelength of periodic skin wrinkles to the foam core thick-
ness, and a simple description of the transition from shortwave to longwave wrinkling is
obtained by asymptotic matching. Good agreement between both approaches is achieved.
Skin imperfections (considered proportional to the the first eigenmode of wrinkling), are
shown to lead to strong size dependence of the nominal strength. For large imperfections,
the strength reduction due to size effect can reach 50%. Dents from impact, though not
the same as imperfections, might be expected to cause as a similar size effect. Using
proper dimensionless variables, numerical simulations of cohesive delamination fracture
covering the entire practical range are performed. Their fitting, heeding the shortwave
and longwave asymptotics, leads to an approximate imperfection-dependent size effect
law of asymptotic matching type. Strong size effect on postpeak energy absorption, im-
portant for impact analysis, is also demonstrated. Finally, discrepancies among various
existing formulas for critical stress at periodic elastic wrinkling are explained by their
applicability to different special cases in the shortwave-longwave transition.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2722778�

Dedicated to Professor Franz Ziegler on the occasion of his 70th birthday
Introduction
A major question in extrapolating small-scale laboratory tests to

ull-scale sandwich structures is the size effect. Delamination of
he skin �or facesheet� is often triggered by wrinkling instability,
hich has generally been considered to be free of size effect

1–5�. The absence of size effect has been inferred from the fact
hat the critical stress for buckling generally exhibits no size ef-
ect. However, this inference is valid only for the symmetry-
reaking bifurcation of equilibrium path in perfect structures �6�.
n actual sandwich structures, the geometrical shape of the skin is
lways geometrically imperfect, at least to some degree, due to
mprecise manufacturing. Dents from impacts represent severe
mperfections, usually accompanied by preexisting delaminations.

Buckling of imperfect quasibrittle structures generally leads to
napthrough instability which typically exhibits size effect on the
ominal strength �e.g., �7� Chap. 13�. The size effect is understood
s the dependence of the dimensionless nominal strength of struc-
ure on its characteristic dimension �considered here as the skin
hickness� when geometrically similar structures are compared
i.e., when all the structural dimensions are varied in proportion to
he chosen characteristic dimension� �6,7�. The objective of this
aper is to verify that this indeed happens for buckling driven
elamination, to quantify the size effect, and to determine its in-
ensity. A secondary objective is to assess the size effect on the
ostpeak energy absorption, important for judging survival under
last or dynamic impact.
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Delamination in sandwiches and laminate composites has tradi-
tionally been analyzed by strength theory �either elastoplasticity
or elasticity with strength limit� �8–14�. In this classical theory,
there is no size effect.

Linear elastic fracture mechanics �LEFM� was applied to the
analogous problem of delamination of micrometer-range metallic
films from their substrate �15,16� and was also used in ��7�, p.
770�. For sandwich structures, however, LEFM now appears as
unrealistic because, according to recent experiments �17,18�, the
size effect in typical laboratory tests is about half as strong as
expected for LEFM. Therefore, the structure is quasibrittle �19�,
which means that the size of the fracture process zone �FPZ�
cannot be considered to be negligible compared to the cross-
sectional dimension of normal-size sandwich structures. Thus,
delamination fracture should be simulated by the cohesive crack
model rather than LEFM. This model has already been used in
some recent numerical simulations �20,21� and will be adopted
here.

Since buckling driven delamination is difficult to control in
experiments, it is not surprising that only few experimental studies
have been reported �e.g., �22,23��, and that none provides compre-
hensive insight. Thus, the present study will rely on numerical
simulations using geometrically nonlinear finite element analysis
as well as the softening foundation model, which is an adaptation
of Winkler elastic foundation. Dimensionless variables will be
used to cover the entire practical range. This goal will also neces-
sitate clarifying confusion that still exists even for elastic skin
wrinkling. It will be seen that different existing wrinkling formu-
las apply to different special cases, such a shortwave and long-
wave wrinkling.

This study deals exclusively with the deterministic size effect

�6,7,24�. The Weibull-type statistical size effect on the mean struc-
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ural strength may, of course, also occur but must, in principle, be
egligible when the location of failure initiation is fixed, either by
echanics or by defects, such as notches or dents. The present

tudy is also limited to two-dimensional analysis of sandwich
eams subjected to pure bending. Sandwich structures subjected
o compression with or without bending are expected to lead to
nteraction of overall buckling and wrinkling �see Appendix�,
hich is beyond the scope of this paper. So is the three-
imensional wrinkling, leading to two-dimensional delamination
listers, for which a similar, but probably weaker, size effects may
e expected.

Softening Foundation Model
The analysis of delamination in sandwich structures subjected

o pure bending, as shown in Fig. 1�a�, can be simplified by mod-
ling the skin as an axially compressed beam supported by a soft-
ning foundation consisting of independent continuously distrib-
ted nonlinear springs �Fig. 1�b��. For the mathematically
nalogous problem of a foundation with bilinear elastic-plastic
ardening response, the solution is available �25�. Here, the prob-
em is solved for bilinear elastic-softening response, in which the
oftening represents gradual decohesion due to a cohesive crack
nder the beam. The differential equation of the problem reads

EsIs
d4W

dX4 + P
d2W

dX2 + F = − P
d2W°

dX2 �1�

here Es=Young’s modulus of the skin, Is= t3 /12=moment of
nertia �per unit width� of the cross section of the skin of thickness
, P=axial force in the beam �per unit width�, X=coordinate in the
xial direction, and W�X�=deflection �lateral displacement� of the
kin, additional to the initial deflection W°. Furthermore, F is the
istributed lateral force �traction�, defined as

F = �KW if W � W0

KW0e−�W−W0�/�Wf−W0� if W � W0
� �2�

here K is the foundation modulus �i.e., the spring stiffness of the
oundation per unit length�, W0 is the displacement at which the
ensile strength f t is reached �Fig. 2� and Wf controls the fracture
nergy GF of the cohesive crack, which lies in the core very near
he skin,

GF = f t�Wf −
W0

2
� �3�

F represents the total area under the stress-displacement curve in
ig. 2 �and not the area under the postpeak part of that curve, for
nloading follows the elastic stiffness�. The distributed spring

ig. 1 „a… The geometry of a typical sandwich beam subjected
o pure bending and „b… the beam subjected to an axial com-
ression force P supported by a softening foundation
tiffness K �per unit length of beam� may be interpreted as
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K =
Ec

heq
�4�

where Ec is Young’s modulus of the sandwich core and heq repre-
sents the equivalent �or effective� depth of the foundation.

First, we consider the case of shortwave wrinkling of com-
pressed skin, which is not affected by the opposite skin, and leave
the case of interacting skins for later consideration. In this case,
by contrast to many previous studies, heq cannot be considered as
constant. Rather, it depends on the stress field in the core below
the skin �Fig. 3� and represents the thickness of a uniformly
stressed strip of core material that gives the same foundation stiff-
ness as the actual, nonuniformly stressed, core �and has a negli-
gible shear modulus�.

3 Elastic Shortwave Wrinkling and Equivalent Foun-
dation Depth

Consider that the wavelength Lcr�h �h=core thickness�. In that
case, and approximately if Lcr�h, the core may be regarded as an
infinite half-space. The reason is that the alternating tractions ap-
plied on the core by the periodically wrinkled skin �Fig. 3�b�� are
self-equilibrated over a segment of length 2Lcr where Lcr is the
half wavelength of skin buckling �Fig. 3�c��. Therefore, according
to the St. Venant principle, the stresses caused by periodic wrin-
kling must exponentially decay to nearly zero over a distance
from the skin roughly equal to 2Lcr. Therefore, it must be possible
to write

Fig. 2 Force-displacement relation of the softening foundation

Fig. 3 „a… The deflection of the top skin, „b… equilibriated
stress acting on the foam, „c… equivalent height for shortwave,

and „d… longwave wrinkling
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heq0
= �Lcr �5�

here � is some constant and subscript 0 refers to the limit case
cr /h→0. For periodic skin buckling, the solution of the homo-
eneous differential equation for a beam on elastic foundation
�7�, p. 316� yields

Lcr = ��EsIs

K
�1/4

= ���LcrEsIs

Ec�
�1/4

, Is =
t3

12
�6�

here Is= t3 /12=central moment of inertia of the skin cross sec-
ion �per unit width b�. Solving �6� for Lcr provides

Lcr = t��4�Es

12Ec�
�1/3

�7�

here Ec�=effective Young’s �elastic� modulus of the core; for
lane stress, Ec�=Ec, and for plane strain, Ec�=Ec / �1−�c

2� where

c=Poisson ratio of the core. In this expression, �c accounts for
he out-of-plane effect of Poisson ratio. Note that the in-plane
ffect of Poisson ratio, manifested in the effect of shear modulus

c=Ec� /2�1+�c� of the core on its resistance to skin wrinkling, is
nown to be negligible in beam bending.

Thus, the critical axial compressive force in the skin at bifur-
ation is �per unit width b�

Pcr0
= 2	KEsIs = k1�Ec�

2Es�1/3t where k1 = � 2

3�2�2�1/3

�8�

ote that this expression for Pcr has the same form as that derived
n �3� by solving the elastic boundary value problem problem
nder certain simplifications. The present derivation is far shorter,
ut it does not yield the value of �. Comparison of the two ex-
ressions indicates dependence on �c

� = �	1 + �c �9�

he solution in �3� is matched if �=0.43. Here, however, �
0.53 is used, as determined from a single finite element analysis
f Pcr.

A similar expression, namely, Pcr=0.85t�Eskt
2�1/3 �where kt is a

unction of Ec�, was proposed in �26� with kt taking into account
he influence of orthotropic core.

Elastic Moment-Induced Longwave Wrinkling
Consider now that the critical wavelength Lcr	h �Fig. 3�d��

nd that the sandwich beam is subjected to bending moment only
i.e., with no axial force�. Then the opposite skin is under tension
nd may be approximated as a rigid base, with no deflection. The
ransverse compressive stress in the core is now almost uniform,
nd

heq

= h �10�

.e., the foundation stiffness K=Ec� /heq is constant �independent of
he critical wavelength�. The critical axial compressive force in
he skin at bifurcation for periodic skin buckling �with no delami-
ation� is ��7�, p. 316�

Pcr

= 2	KEsIs =	Ec�Est

3

3h
�11�

hich is the same as reported in �4�; subscript 
 refers to the limit
ase Lcr /h→
, for which the solution is exact.

The hypothesis of the opposite skin being rigid is justified if the
kin is sufficiently thick or subjected to sufficient tension, or both.
imilar to shortwave wrinkling, the longwave wrinkling is re-
isted primarily by transverse normal stresses in the core, while
he shear stresses in the core �which dominate global buckling�

lay a minor role.
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5 Asymptotic Matching of Elastic Shortwave-to-
Longwave Transition

In general, the equivalent height heq for both shortwave wrin-
kling in �5� and longwave wrinkling in �10� is subjected to the
upper bound

heq = min�heq0
,heq


� �12�

In reality, the transition between shortwave wrinkling and long-
wave wrinkling will not be abrupt but smoothly distributed over a
certain range of the dimensionless variable

� =
heq0

h
�13�

The shortwave bound heq=heq0
must be tangentially approached

for �→0, and the longwave bound heq=heq

must be an asymp-

tote for �→
. A smooth transition meeting these asymptotic con-
ditions may simply be described by the function heq0

/heq=�+e−�,
which, however, has no free parameters to adjust according to
finite element results. A more general expression that has such
parameters, a1 and a2, and meets all the asymptotic conditions is

heq0

heq
= � + e−��+a1�2+a2�3� �14�

where a1=0.24 and a2=0.36, as obtained by fitting numerical re-
sults with the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm for nonlinear least-
squares optimization. The exponential decay in the expression for
heq0

/heq is favored by the fact that, according to St. Venant prin-
ciple, the self-equilibrated tractions applied in a localized distur-
bance �such the wavelength of the skin� are known to decay with
the distance from the disturbance exponentially. Comparisons of
Eq. �14� to the results of finite element simulations are shown in
Fig. 4.

Usually the end of a sandwich beam has either a laterally sup-
ported compressed skin or a zero bending moment �and thus no
compression in the skin�. In the rare case of an end with laterally
sliding compressed skin ��7�, p. 318� a semi-infinite skin wrinkles
nonperiodically, as an exponentially decaying modulated sinusoid,
and then both �8� and �11� must be divided by 2, with no change
to the rest of analysis.

6 Formulation in Dimensionless Variables
The solution may generally be expressed as a relation among

seven dimensional variables: EsIs ,K , P ,W0 ,W° ,Wf ,x which in-
volve two independent dimensions, force and length. According to
the Vashy-Buckingham theorem of dimensional analysis, the num-
ber of dimensionless variables governing the problem is 7−2=5.
They may be chosen the same as in a previous study of plastic

Fig. 4 Evolution of the equivalent height heq for the transition
from shortwave to longwave wrinkling
bilinearly hardening foundation �25�
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x = X�EsIs

K
�−1/4

, � =
1

2
P�KEsIs�−1/2 �15�

w =
W

W0
, w° =

W°

W0
, wf =

Wf

W0
�16�

ubstituting Eqs. �15�, �16�, and �2� into �1�, yields the dimension-
ess differential equation

d4w

dx4 + 2�
d2w

dx2 + w = − 2�
d2w°

dx2 if w � 1 �17a�

d4w

dx4 + 2�
d2w

dx2 + e�w−1�/�wf−1� = − 2�
d2w°

dx2 if w � 1 �17b�

here w=dimensionless deflection. For a perfect beam �w°=0�,
he first eigenmode of buckling at bifurcation is determined from
17a� as w=sin x, and the corresponding load at bifurcation results
n �=1.

A generic imperfection of skin may be expressed as a linear
ombination �or infinite series� of all the eigenmodes of elastic
kin wrinkling. Similar to other buckling problems, the first eigen-
ode may be expected to have the dominant influence for loads

ear the first critical load �7�. Therefore, the imperfection  of the
kin is chosen to be proportional to the aforementioned displace-
ent profile w=sin x of perfect skin at first bifurcation, i.e., w°

 sin x. The solution of �17� for the elastic case �wmax�1�, with
he aforementioned imperfection, is

w�x� =
�

1 − �
sin x �18�

his solution will be used in Sec. 9 for deriving the size effect
aw. The size effect is understood as the dependence of dimen-
ionless nominal strength � on skin thin thickness t when all the
tructural dimensions vary in proportion to t, i.e., h / t=const. For
uckling failures with material failure criteria expressed solely in
erms of stresses and strains, the size effect is nil �6�, i.e., � is
ndependent of t.

The dimensionless variables x, w, w°, and � are size indepen-
ent. However, ensuring constant fracture energy requires that the
imensionless parameter wf be considered size dependent, as ob-
ained by inserting �3� into �16�,

wf =
GFEc

ft
2heq

+
1

2
�19�

note that this size dependence is analogous to the dependence of
racture energy on the mesh size in the crack band model �7,27��.
arameters GF, Ec, and f t are material properties independent of

he structure size, whereas heq is proportional to the structure size.
hus, the size dependence of wf can be characterized as

wf =
1

�
+

1

2
�20�

here

� =
heq

l0
, l0 =

EcGF

ft
2 �21�

is dimensionless and l0 is known as Irwin’s characteristic mate-
ial length. For cracks in bulk, l0 characterizes the fracture process
one length but not for delamination cracks �see �28,29� for open-
ng and �30� for shear mode�. What matters here is that l0 repre-
ents a length parameter formed solely from basic material
onstants.

The initial boundary value problem solver of the commercial
ackage MATLAB is used for numerical solution of the ordinary
onlinear differential equation �17�. The amplitude of the initial
isplacement field is slightly increased in the middle of the beam,

n order to control the location of the delamination growth. This

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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increase is chosen to be so small that its effect on the magnitude
of the load carried by the skin be imperceptible. The results are
later compared to those of the finite element simulations in Sec. 8.

To simplify analysis, only one half of the beam is modeled and
symmetric deformation is assumed. Even though the actual
growth of delamination blister must be expected to be non-
symmetric �one-sided� ��7�, Chap. 12� the assumption of symme-
try should be satisfactory because asymmetric growth of delami-
nation fracture should produce a deflection curve symmetric with
respect to a moving center of the blister.

When the delamination blister grows, the equivalent core depth
below the blister �though not elsewhere� increases, which de-
creases the core stiffness. However, in view of satisfactory agree-
ment with the finite element results, this effect appears to be mi-
nor and is not considered here.

7 Geometrically Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis
To determine parameter � in �17� and to validate the simplified

modeling of delamination by the softening foundation model, a
geometrically nonlinear finite element program �FEAP, procured
from R. Taylor, Berkeley, CA� is used. A sandwich beam, depicted
in Fig. 1�a�, is considered and is modeled using the finite element
mesh in Fig. 5. The skins are represented by beam elements taking
into account large displacements and large rotations. For the core,
plane stress finite elements based on a linearized small displace-
ment formulation are used. The core is treated as isotropic, and for
the skin, only the longitudinal elastic modulus Es needs to be
considered since the transverse and shear moduli of laminate skin
are immaterial for bending and axial deformation.

The beam is considered to be subjected to a uniform bending
moment M. However, as long as the core thickness h is large
enough for the stresses from wrinkling to decay to nearly zero
over the core thickness, the only loading that matters is the axial
force in the skin, which is P=M / �h+ t�. Whether this force is
produced by moment alone, or a combination of bending moment
and axial force, is immaterial.

An elastic stress-strain relation is used for all the elements of
the core except a narrow band of elements under the skin �marked
gray in Fig. 5�. It is known that the delamination fracture occurs
within the core very near the interface with the skin, but not
within the interface. Therefore, perfect bond between the skins
and the core is enforced. Transverse softening of the aforemen-
tioned band, which can be regarded as distributed microcracking,
simulates delamination. In the softening band, the stress-strain law
is elastic in the prepeak, and the postpeak response follows the
isotropic damage model proposed in �27�, which is defined as

� = �1 − ��Dc:� = �1 − ���̄ �22�

Here, � and � are the stress and strain tensors in the core, �̄ is the
effective stress tensor, � is the damage variable, and Dc is the
isotropic elastic stiffness tensor of the core, which is based on the
Young’s modulus Ec and the Poisson’s ratio �c. The damage vari-
able � is a function of history variable �, which is defined as the
maximum equivalent strain �̃ reached in the history of the mate-

˜

Fig. 5 Finite element mesh
rial: ��t�=max ���� for �� t. The equivalent strain is defined as

NOVEMBER 2007, Vol. 74 / 1137
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�̃ =
	
�̄c�:
�̄c�

Ec
�23�

here 
x�=max�x ,0�. This definition corresponds to a Rankine-
ype strength envelope with a smooth round-off in the sectors of
wo positive principal stresses, as shown in Fig. 6�a�.

The damage variable � is related to the history variable � as

� = g��� = �0 if � � �0

1 −
�0

�
exp�−

� − �0

� f − �0
� if � � �0  �24�

here �0= f t /Ec, f t is the tensile strength of the core. The param-
ter � f is related to the fracture energy GF as

� f =
GF

Ec�0he
+

1

2
�0 �25�

here he is the depth of the element row �softening band� adjacent
o the skin �Fig. 5�. This damage law results in an exponential
tress-strain curve in uniaxial tension, as presented in Fig. 6�b�.
he inelastic strains determined by the isotropic damage model
re fully reversible, i.e., the secant stiffness points toward the
rigin �this reversibility would, of course, be unrealistic if crack
nloading were not absent from the present simulations�.

As before, only one-half of the beam is modeled �Fig. 5�. The
oading moment M is applied at point D and assumed to be trans-
erred by a rigid loading platen into the upper and lower skins.
he structure is restrained in longitudinal direction at point A. The

oading is controlled by prescribing the displacement of point B.
he same initial displacement, i.e., w°= sin x, is prescribed for

he upper skin. The imperfection amplitude  at the middle of the
eam at point A is slightly increased in the same way as for the
oftening foundation model, to control the place where the
elamination begins.

Results and Comparison of Softening Foundation to
inite Elements
The effect of the structure size on the relation between the load

ig. 6 Initial stress envelope represented in the principal
tress space obtained with the damage loading function
arameter � and the mid-point displacement wa=w�l /2� is shown,

138 / Vol. 74, NOVEMBER 2007
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for three imperfection amplitudes =0.1,1 ,2, in Fig. 7 �in which,
l=L�EsIs /K�−1/4, where the beam length L is chosen to be 17Lcr.�
As one can see, the results of the softening foundation model are
in reasonable approximate agreement with the more accurate finite
element results. The comparison shows that the size has a strong
effect on the postpeak part of the load-displacement relation. The
larger the size, the less energy is dissipated in relation to the
energy dissipated by delaminating the entire skin. The deflection
curves of the upper skins obtained from the softening foundation
model for a constant imperfection =0.1, and for the sizes �=1
and �=0.05, are shown in Fig. 8, respectively. In accordance with
the load-displacement curves in Fig. 7, the lateral displacement wa
for the small structure size is greater than for the large structure
size. The overall deflection pattern is similar. However, a closer
examination of the size effect on the evolution of the diagram of
load versus blister length b �which is the normalized length in the
middle portion of the beam in which w�1� reveals a size effect
on the nominal strength; see Fig. 9. The larger the size, the smaller

Fig. 7 Load � versus the midpoint displacement wa obtained
with the softening foundation model and the finite element
model for the imperfections: „a… �=0.1, „b… �=0.5, and „c… �=1
for two sizes „�=1 and �=0.05…
is �max �i.e., it varies in proportion to the nominal strength, for the
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oading case presented in Fig. 1�a��. Furthermore, note that the
ize effect intensity depends strongly on the imperfection ampli-
ude. A law for this size effect is proposed next.

Size Effect Law for Imperfection Sensitive Wrin-
ling
The size effect on the dimensionless nominal strength, �N

�max, shown in Fig. 10, has a form similar to the size effect law
or crack initiation in quasibrittle structures, which reads
6,19,24,31,32� �N=�
�1+1/ �k+���, where �
 has the meaning
f nominal strength of infinitely large structure. This law, how-
ver, is not directly applicable since imperfections are seen in Fig.
0 to influence the size effect. Therefore, a generalized law of the
orm

�N�,�� = �
���1 +
1

k�� + a�b�, k�� = c−d �26�

s proposed here, with constants a ,b ,c ,d and parameters �
 and
, depending on the imperfection amplitude . For large sizes ��


�, the nominal strength is decided by initiation of cohesive
rack �w=1�, and in that case �18� leads to

�N�,
� = �
 = 1/�1 + � �27�
ote that here the large-size limit does not correspond to LEFM,
hich is the case for type 2 size effect �24�, seen in specimens
ith notches or large stress-free cracks. Rather, in the absence of
reexisting delamination crack, we see a particular case of type 1
ize effect �24� because the geometry is positive �6,19�, causing
ailure to occur at crack initiation.

For small sizes ��→0�, the nominal strength in �26� turns into

�N�,0� = �
���1 +
1 � �28�

ig. 8 Deflection of the upper skin for the postpeak regime for
mperfection �=0.1 and for the sizes: „a… �=0.05 and „b… �=1
btained from the softening foundation model
k��
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Parameters a ,b ,c ,d in �26� are determined as optimal fits of
numerical results using the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm for
nonlinear least-squares optimization. First, the parameters c and d
are determined from the fit of the results for the smallest size ��
=0.001� in Fig. 10, for varying imperfections. Then the param-
eters a and b in �26� are fitted for the largest imperfection �
=6� and varying size. The optimum values are a=9.94, b=1.2,
c=6.82, and d=1.21. The size effect law in �26� using these pa-
rameters is compared to the results of the softening foundation
model in Fig. 10. The approximation is seen to be satisfactory.

To elucidate the typical values of � and  for small laboratory
specimens, consider the material properties Ec=200 MPa, �c
=0.25, Es=150 GPa, f t=1 MPa, GF=750 N/m. Furthermore, let
the skin thickness be t=0.001 m and let the beam height be so
great that the assumption of shortwave wrinkling �Sec. 3� is valid.
Equations �9�, �7�, and �5� give the equivalent height as heq
=0.0091 m. According to �21�, the dimensionless size of the
beam, is �=0.061. Furthermore, according to �16�, the dimension-
less amplitude =6 corresponds to an imperfection amplitude of

Fig. 9 Load � versus the blister length „mid beam region in
which w>1… of the upper skin for the imperfections: „a… �=0.1,
„b… �=1, and „c… �=4 and for the sizes �=1, �=0.5, and �=0.1
obtained from the softening foundation model
27% of the skin thickness t. The nominal strength of this beam
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alls into the transitional range of the size effect law in Fig. 10.
herefore, up-scaling leads to a considerable reduction of the
ominal strength.

0 Conclusions

1. In view of recent experiments revealing a size effect deviat-
ing from both LEFM and strength theory, the delamination
fracture of laminate-foam sandwich structures must be
treated as a cohesive crack with a softening stress-separation
relation characterized by both fracture energy and tensile
strength. In contrast to LEFM, no preexisting interface flaw
needs to be considered.

2. The skin �or facesheet� can be treated as a beam on elastic-
softening foundation, provided that the equivalent �or effec-
tive� core depth heq for which the hypothesis of uniform
transverse stress gives the correct foundation stiffness is
considered to depend on the critical wavelength Lcr of skin
wrinkles; heq=core thickness h for the asymptotic case of
longwave wrinkling �Lcr /h→
�, while �because of St. Ve-
nant principle� heq�Lcr for the asymptotic case of shortwave
wrinkling �Lcr /h→0�.

3. A properly formulated softening foundation model for the
skin in sandwich beams subjected to bending moment can
give good agreement with geometrically nonlinear finite
element analysis of delamination fracture triggered by
wrinkling.

4. Although the nominal strength of sandwich structures failing
by wrinkling-induced delamination fracture is size indepen-
dent when there is no imperfection, it becomes strongly size
dependent with increasing imperfection. A size effect caus-
ing strength reduction by 50% is possible for larger imper-
fections. Dents from impact may be expected to have a simi-
lar effect, even though they are not merely geometrical
imperfections �because of being usually accompanied by ini-
tial delamination�.

5. Introduction of proper dimensionless variables makes it pos-
sible to cover with numerical simulations the entire practical
range, and fitting the dimensionless numerical results for
cohesive delamination fracture with a formula of correct
shortwave and longwave asymptotics allows constructing an
approximate size effect law for nominal strength of imper-
fect sandwich beams subjected to uniform bending moment.

6. There is also a strong size effect on postpeak energy absorp-
tion by a sandwich structure, both in the presence and ab-
sence of imperfections. This is important for impact and

ig. 10 Comparison of the size effect law in Eq. „26… with the
ominal strength-size curves obtained from the softening foun-
ation model for different imperfections
blast resistance.
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7. The distinction between shortwave and longwave periodic
wrinkling permits clarifying discrepancies among various
existing formulas for elastic wrinkling, e.g., Hoff and Maut-
ner’s formula �3� applies to the limit of shortwave wrinkling,
Heath’s formula �4� to the limit of longwave wrinkling.

Appendix: Comments on Transition to Global Buckling
and “Naive” Optimization

The case where the opposite skins carry equal �or almost equal�
axial force tends to produce skin wrinkling in which both skins
deflect in the same direction. This is a different buckling mode—
the global buckling of a sandwich beam in which the transverse
normal stresses are negligible and the shear resistance of the core
is paramount. The critical axial stress in the skins at bifurcation is
given by Engesser’s formula ��7�, p. 32, 736�

�crg
= � 1

2bt
��Fcr0

−1 + �Gbh�−1�−1 �A1�

Here, G=elastic shear modulus of the core, Fcr0= ��2 /Lef
2 �R

=Euler critical axial load corresponding to negligible shear defor-
mation of the core, Lef =effective buckling length of sandwich
column, and R=bending stiffness�b�t3+3t�h+ t�2�Es /6 �note that
Haringx’s formula does not apply to sandwich buckling �33,34��.

A unified condition for bifurcation stress � in the skin, appli-
cable to both skin wrinkling and global buckling �distinguished
now by subscripts w and g� may be written as ��−�w���−�g�
=0, where �w, �g=maximum stresses for wrinkling of imperfect
skin or buckling of imperfect column, each considered alone.
However, according to Koiter ��7�, Sec. 4.6� proximity of two
critical loads generally enhances imperfection sensitivity. Thus,
when �w and �g are nearly equal, the maximum stress � for com-
bined wrinkling and buckling gets reduced. This could be approxi-
mately captured by the following relation:

�� − �w
p��� − �g

r� = rp+q �A2�

where p ,q are positive empirical constants �probably of the order
of 1� and r is a measure of failure stress reduction due to mode
interaction. If one term of the product in this equation tends to 
,
the other must tend to 0, i.e., the equation implies the individual
critical stresses �w and �g. Equation �A2� also has the necessary
property that the reduction of failure stress � is maximum when
the two critical stresses coincide. These features agree with the
well-known fact that the so-called naive optimum designs, in
which one or more critical stresses coincide, ought to be avoided.
However, verification, calibration or possible modification of Eq.
�A2� is beyond the scope of this study.
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